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Value Education (Interactive session)

Not Wasting Food

Ms. Bhavika Ahuja

R.D.P,S

Classroom

25th October,2O!7 (40 minutes)

Class II (A-E)

Description:

"fafr.e "wfiat you'ff eat andfinish wfrat you ta6e. So many yoor yeoyfe don't get food and
you wastel"

Values are essential for positive human behaviour. PM Modi says: "lf a person eats two idlis, why

serve four! It's wastage of food and also money,peopie pay for something that they don't eat. A

staggering statistic considering that roughly one in nine people in the world do not have enough to

eat.In order to make the students critically think over such problem an interactive session on'Not

Wasting Food' was conducted in their respective classrooms for the students of class 2. The session

was initiated with a video through which students were made to realise that how much food gets

wasted,how many people sleep hungry every night in our country. During the session students

were asked questions that helped them to relate to what they are learning in school and relate them

to what is happening outside; students tried to answer in their own words, and from their own

experiences, rather than simply memorizing. The session contributed well in making students realize

that food shouldn't get wasted when it can be shared among their friends. The learners were

encouraged to practice these values in actual life situations as a result of change in his/her

behaviour brought about by relevant and meaningful experiences. Overall, the session was very

fruitful and helped the students to choose what is right for them and activity was thoroughly enjoyeri

by the learners and supported well in imparting knowledge through creative writing. 
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